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Abstract 

 

This project was to study if subliminal learning would assist the language learners in acquiring the 

French or Korean languages at a faster rate (by weeks) and at a higher accuracy than traditional learning 

or a mix of both methods. The problem is that any language takes years to learn, and that can be 

inconvenient, which this project aims to fix. The reason nobody has done this before is because 

subliminals are a new type of technology, mostly used in positive affirmations, aimed at things such as 

boosting the listeners mood or even losing weight or changing facial features, and is currently in 

development. It’s a new type of technology, so it hasn’t been tested in a scientific field yet, mostly used 

recreationally with the average person on a site such as YouTube. This was tackled by suing subliminals 

spoken by the paritcipant, and listened to in the background, to see if words would stick easier with it. 

We expect that this information can be used to make a specific device, perhaps like a earbud, where a 

listener can listen to music, while custom subliminals run in the background all day, leading to even 

more, and most importantly, easier, acquisition of the chosen language. 

 

Questions and Variables 

     Research Questions: 

- Does the type of learning affect the accuracy score on a test? 

 

- Does the number of days affect the accuracy score of the type of study? 

 

- Does the number of minutes affect the accuracy score of the type of study? 

 

- Does the amount of weeks studied affect the accuracy score per type of study? 

 

     Variables: 



 

- Independent: type of learning. Dependent: accuracy score per study type 

 

- Independent: number of days. Dependent: accuracy score per study type 

 

- Independent: number of minutes Dependent: accuracy score per study type 

 

- Independent: amount of weeks studied. Dependent: accuracy score per 

study type 

 

Background Research (rationale) 

 

In this experiment, it was tested how subliminal messaging would impact 

the acquisition of a language, and if that would lead to a better translator than 

current ones on the market. It is generally agreed that children learn languages 

faster than adults because of their willingness to ‘experiment.’ That is, to say, 

they aren’t scared of saying a word and being completely wrong and laughed at. 

They just “speak, get corrected, and start again.” (O'Grady, How Children Learn 

Language.)  They typically learn words based on context, and as they speak aloud, 

their parents will correct them, leading to understanding the language far quicker 

than adults. Also, children have “(very) elastic brains with the ability to create 

rapid neural pathways.” (O'Grady, how children learn language) On the topic of 

the brain, what does the brain do in learning? Well, according to scientist 

Geschwind Norman, says that the “left hemisphere of the brain is responsible for 

language and speech.” (Norman, scientific American vol, 226) That’s why patients 

with aphasia, a brain disorder that occurs when the brain is damaged and can’t 

work as it once did with language, can’t speak when the left hemisphere is 

damaged. 

 



What about translators? Are AI better than human ones? They certainly 

cost less and are considerably easier to find; all you have to do is head to Google 

Translate, right? Well, not exactly. In a study done against human and AI 

translators, human translators were “67% more likely to understand context and 

slang than an ai.” (Kirov and Malamin, societies, vol 12) Beside that, ai were 

around “50-75% likely to translate a sentence's direct meaning correctly.” (Kirov 

and Malamin, societies, vol 12) Still, does that mean translators are a reliable 

option when traveling abroad? Won’t you learn from hearing a foreign language 

translated back into your native one, therefore connecting the dots? Well, no. Not 

at all. Not only will you not understand the “cultural norms and 

context”(Byaruhanga, Lingoda) beneath the direct translation, you also won’t 

actually learn the language; you’ll only be learning the direct translation of the 

words. And that isn’t learning a language; that’s learning how to comprehend 

your native translation. On top of that, translation is slow, slower than if you just 

put in the effort to learn the language. After all, you’re supposed to be listening to 

the person during the conversation and absorbing what they say in a meaningful 

way; how can you expect the other party to patiently wait for you to translate 

what they said, then what you said, every other sentence? Even if you were to 

memorise a ton of translations, then you’re still using a ton of energy to “think of 

a word in your first language and then change it into the target language, or vice 

versa.” (Byaruhanga, Lingoda)  

 

Ok, so with all that going against handheld translators, do they even work? 

Why do they even exist at all if they’re so inhibiting for actual language learning? 

Well, of course there’s always a business trip to take where there’s no time to 

learn the language; that’s where the translator would come in, so of course they 

still are useful in certain situations. But that’s not what this project is about; it’s 

about how to make a translator that would actually translate directly to your 

brain without all the hard work of memorization.  While handheld translators are 

helpful for “Interpreting phrases, individual words, and even signs” (admin, 

Verbatim) they can’t do much more than that. They can’t translate paragraphs, 

nevermind long texts, accuratley, and speech recognition still “has a long way to 

go, even though it’s advanced tremendously during the past few years.” (admin, 

Verbatim) They also can’t translate different dialects, or “idomatic words and 



phrases that may present a challenge in context.” (admin, Verbatim) A great 

example would be check (a bill) versus check (to verify something.) A translator is 

much more likely to understand the latter than the former, since it can’t 

understand context.  

 

This project is important because of language barriers, and what the tech 

could carry over into. By using subliminals, a way of spoken affirming messages 

beneath music that go straight to your subconscious mind before your conscious 

can refute it, people could potentially learn languages faster and with less effort. 

Besides, there’s always the problem of language barriers. Maybe your mother’s 

side of the family speaks a separate language from you, leading to you feeling left 

out at family gatherings, or a close friend can’t understand English for the life of 

them, leading to harder conversations and a drift,or even traveling abroad is 

made all the more difficult just because you can’t comprehend what somebody 

else is saying. Perhaps by using subliminals (along with frequent self-study, just 

potentially less now), people will be able to close language barriers faster than 

before and get closer as a whole race. Who knows? Maybe if people can 

understand each other easier, less misunderstandings or rogue translators 

wanting war will occur, and world peace will be a tiny bit closer than before. One 

can dream. 

 

Society would benefit from this too. Besides the aforementioned language 

barrier, the tech could carry over to other fields. Perhaps self-affirming subliminal 

messaging could be put under music people already listen to therefore making 

them happier and lower depression and mental health rates. Perhaps, even, it 

could carry over and be used to cure PTSD or Alzheimer's in patients, simply by 

listening to something they can’t even hear. 

 

Materials List’ 

 



- YouTube playlist of how to learn certain topics in Korean and another 

for French: these will include what topics are needed to be studied. By 

making most lessons digital or found online, that makes it so people 

don’t have to pay a lot of money to buy textbooks they may only use 

a month. 

- Textbooks in both languages: for reading and writing practice  

- Written tests to test the knowledge (there is any option to choose 

you haven’t learned it yet) 

- Pencils, pens, or a computer 

- The surveys 

- Headphones: to listen to the subliminals 

- A notebook to write what you learn 

- Handmade subliminals 

 

Procedure 

 

1) Participants were asked to fill out the consent form and informed they 

could quit at any time and that this was completely voluntary. 

2) Participants were put into three categaories: Subliminal Only, Traditional 

Study Only, and Both 

3) Participants were then sorted into two groups: the ones studying: Korean 

or French.  

4) Each participant will be invited to a Discord server **with channels to help 

each other, share tips, and listen to music if they’re doing subliminals, along 

with a channel with a link to the survey. 

5) Participants were then asked to study or listen to subliminals* for at least 

thirty minutes daily. Traditional study included reading textbooks and doing 

listening, reading, and wriitng exercises.*** Subliminal participants will be 

recording themselves repeating words to themselves seven times, then go 

to the music bot in the discord, play whatever song they want, and turn on 



the subliminal in the background at basically no volume and continue 

whatever they were doing previously.  

6) Participants answered the form each Sunday for the next four weeks. 

7) Participants were asked to fill out the Test form that corresponded to their 

language each week to track their progress. 

8) Participants were thanked and allowed to leave. 

9) The data was sorted into graphs and used for the project.  

 

*What are subliminals? Subliminals are a form of persuasive technology. Audio is 

ptiched up to the point that your consious ears can’t hear it, yet it still goes 

directly to your subconsious. By sending it to your subconsious without filtering it 

through all the other areas of your brain, your able to accept the information as 

fact immidiatley. Subliminals will be recording by the participants themselves in 

order to ensure I’m not saying anything harmful. Since they’re speaing directly to 

themselves, they will only be saying the language information, not anything that 

could potentially harm them. 

 

** About the music. Participants will be choosing their own music, anything they 

want. It’s a completely free choice, with the idea being if you're already listening 

to music you like, you're more likely to want to study more and learn better and 

more fun, since you no longer view it as a chore. 

 

*** Exercises. Exercises include whatever the YouTube video asks them to do; 

repeat the words you see, make flashcards, do writing practice, or speak aloud to 

themselves for five minutes or so. HOWEVER, all participants will only be asked to 

write the words on the survey. 

 

Data Analysis  

I think, if I were to do this test again, the study would go on longer. That way, Korean learners would 

have more time to remember the alphabet and familiarize themselves with a whole new branch of language. I 



also think I would keep the participants on a harder schedule, since many of them (as busy people with busy 

lives, I don't hold it against them) didn't study very much or very hard (except for the French both category; as a 

whole, they had the most consistency). I'd probably want an actual test group who only focused on learning at a 

specific time, to see if maybe building and keeping a solid routine would affect how much faster a language 

sticks. 

Conclusions (claim evidence reasonsing) 

 

The 'Both French' category scored the highest in 3 out of the 4 
weeks, but French Traditional had the most consistent rise. This is 
most likely because 1) French is similar to English, which all the 
participants spoke, and 2) BF allowed participants to send the words to 
their subconcious whilst also seeing the words on paper and writing 
them to form a stronger connection. 

 

Ideas for future research 

I'd like to try this again, as mentioned, with a more consistent 

study group, one that builds up a routine. After a routine is built, they 

could start studying outside; like not in a designated setting, because 

once a routine is set it's easier to make time to follow it. I'd also like to 

build a device for the subliminal learners. As of right now, they just 

listened on their own with their talking on in the background and music 

over it. Instead, I'd like to build something like airpods; they click in 

and silence the outside world, and you can listen to music, and possibly 

by downloading an app you could play the subliminal under it. That 

way you could listen more often and therefore learn quicker. However, 

I'd need somebody to build and program it, so I'd like to try that next 

year perhaps. 
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